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ABSTRACT

Turbine vane aerodynamics were measured in a

three wine linear cascade. Surthce pressures and blade

row losses were obtained over a range of Reynolds and

Mach numbers for three levels of turbulence. Com-

parisons are made with predictions using a quasi-3l)

Navier-Stokes analysis. Turbulence intensity measure-

ments were made upstream anti downstream of lhe

vane. The purpose of the ¢lownstream measuremen ts

was to determine how the turbulence was affected by

the strong contraction through 75 ° of turning.

Nomenclature

A0, A1 (loef[icients in Voltage-Re relationship

("v Pressure coefficient, (Pt-1 - P)/(P,-1 - P'_,)
(' Axial chord

(' Fluctuating voltage

E Time averaged voltage

d Wire diameter

/(n Knudsen number

l - Length scale

M Mach number

n Exponent on Reynolds number

Nu Nusselt number

Re Reynolds number

s - Surface distance

s - Span

T Temperature

Tu Turbulence intensity

U Velocity

}" Loss coefficient, (Pt-1 - Pt-:.,)/(P,-1 - t9".,)

"9 Specific heat ratio

P - Molecular viscosity

p Density

Subscripts

t "Ibtal

tN (;as inlet

1 Vane row inlet

"-' Vane row exit

INTRODUCTION

There is an ongoing need to provide data for (?FD

analyses, and for information regarding flow behavior

in turbomachinery blade rows. These data can be es-

pecially useful when they cover a range of Reynolds

and blach numbers, at. different turbulence intensities.

Actual turbines operate over a range in these parame-

ters. Verification of the CFD analyses over a range of

Im.ramelers increases confidence in the analyses. While

the read interest in predictive analyses are for three-

dimensional flows, these analyses often use models de-

termined from tests where the flows are primarily two-

dimensional in nature. If the phenomena of interest is

primarily two-dimensional, such as transition or profile

Joss, then tests where the flows are two-dimensional will

most clearly illumi nat.e their effects.

Vane aerodynamic performance has been reported

by several researchers. As an example, Arts et al.[l]

gave the total pressure distribution behind a vane ill

transonic flow. There is renewed interest in the aero-

dynamics of ceramic vanes because of their potential t.o

reduce cooling requirements due to higher vane mate-

rim temperatures. However, ceramic vanes need thicker

trailing edges than do metallic vanes for the same chord

length (Price et al.[2]). Aerodynamic efficiency depends

on both the state of the boundary layer near the trail-

ing edge, and the trailing edge thickness. Efficiency

differences between laminar and turbulent suction sur-

face boundary layers can be as great as those between

thin and thick trailing edges.
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DESCRIPTION of FACILITY

Vane aerodynamic ineasurenlell t,s were conducted

Ill small engine applications the Reynolds numbers

are low, and the suction surface boundary layer could be

laminar, even with a high inlet ffeestream turbulence.

Since transition is dependent ou the local turbulence

intensity, it is important to know how the turbulence

intensity varies with the acceleration through the vane

passage. 11 was shown by Ames[a] that turbulence in-

t,ensity was reduced considerably in passing through a

vane cascade. His results were obtained at. an exit, Mac h

number of 0.27.

The work presented herein gives surface pressures

and aerodynamic performance of a turbine v ane, with a

shape suitable for ceramic engine applications. Results

are given for a range of Reynolds and Mach numbers at,

different, inlet turbulence intensities. (!omparisons are

made with a Navier-St, okes analysis to illustrate where

ilnprovemeuts in the modeling are needed. Turbulence

measuremelt t,s made at the inlet, and exit, of the cas-

cade are also discussed. The exit. measurements were

for Mach numbers into the high subsonic region. An ap-

proach to determining turbulence intensity in this flow

regime is discussed.

in a high aspect ratio linear cascade. Figure 1 shows

an overall view of the cascade. Tile vanes have an axial

chord, (', of 5.18 cm. There are three vanes and two

shaped sidewalls, resulting ill four flow passages. Tail-

boards are attached to the shaped sidewalls, and were

adjusted to give cascade periodicity. Pressure measure-

meilt,s on the three vanes were used to determine pe-

riodicity. Thermocouple and Pitot probes upstream of

the vanes are used to determine the vane inlet condi-

tions. The cascade was designed to give data useful for

CFD analysis. The cascade aspect, ratio is high, with

a span-to-axial chord ratio of 4.17. This was done to

give two-dimensional flow in the midspan region, so that

results could be compared with two-dimensional CFD

analyses. Upstream and downstream pressure and hot,

wire surveys showed no spanwise variation ow'r a large

midspan region. A high aspect ratio was chosen over

additional vanes t,o achieve two-dimensional flow near

midspan. Three vanes with four passages, and variable

tailboards were sufficient for periodicity at, subsonic exit

Mach numbers. After the tailboards were adjusted, the

pressure distributions for the two passages with the test,

vane were in close agreement. This facility can indepen-

dently vary Reynohls and Mach lmmbers. High pres-

sure inlet, air at, approximately 3 atm. is throttled to

N ASA/TM--2002-211709 2
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Fig. 2 Turbulence generator.

Fig. 3, Test vane and passage.

achieve the desired test section inlet pressure. The cas-

cade exit connects to a low pressure, (0.1 aim.) alti-

tude exhaust systenL Inlet and exit valves are used to

achieve the desired test conditions. Rows of upstream

and downstream static taps on tim cascade floor are

used to calculate inlet and exit Mach numbers.

Figure 1 shows two slot.s 4.3 and 8.2cm upstream

and two slot.s 1.27 and 2.54 cm downstreanl of the vanes.

These slots extended approximately two vane pitches.

They were used for inlet and exit. surveys. Further de-

tails regarding the test facility and the approach taken

to measure the surface pressures and exit, surveys are

given by Boyle et al.[4].

Data were obtained for three inlet, flow turbulence

intensities. High turbulence levels were generated using

two blown grids 24.7 cm upstream of the vane leading

edges. Figure 2 shows a grid consisting of seven span-

wise tubes 1.59 cm in diameter. The v ane leading edges

were 15.5 diameters downstream of this grid. Air was

blown upstream from the small, 1.5 nlnl holes in each

tube. In previous work, Boyle et al.[4] it was found that

blowing air counter to the main flow stream produced

a more uniform pitc hwise turbulence intensity than if

no air was blown through the grid. Blowing air in the

main flow direction resulted in greater non uniformities,

than without air flow front the tubes.

Table I. Valle (!hal'acteristics

Axial (qlord, ('

True Chord

Pitch

Span

Trailing edge thickness

Flow luI'tdug angle

5.18 cnl

10.40 cm

8.26 cm

21.59 ('Ill

0.26 cm

75 °

The second turbulence generating grid differed from

the one shown in figure 2 in the size and number of

tubes. Eleven tubes, only 0.32 cm in diameter, were

spaced 27.5 nun apart. Wlien this grid w as used, l.he

vane leading edges were 78 diameters downstream of

the grid. (:onsequently, the turbulence intensity was

expecled lo be lower with this grid. The scale of the

turl)ulence was expected to be significantly smaller. Re-

su[! s for the large tube and small tube grids are referred

to as large grid and small grid results respectively.

In addition Io the cascade, a calil)ration nozzle rig

was used. The calibration nozzle was i)rimarily used to

calil)rate hot wires. It couhl also be used to calibrate

total pressure probes. The jet could deliver air al Ul)

to sonic velocity, at one atm. static pressure. The total

t,entperature was the aml)ient t,enlt)erature. The nozzle

exit, diameter was 3.8 cm.

Figure :{ shows the test, vane. This vane was chosen

because of its relatively thick trailing edge-to-chord ra-

lie. Table I gives several of the vane parameters. The

coordinales of the test valle are given in AI)pendix A.

Tilts vane shape was chosen t)ecause it was suitable for

a ceramic vane, since it. had a apl)ropriate trailing edge

thickness. A vane of larger size and the same geome-

try was tested by Schwab[5]. tte tested the vane in a

low turbulence intensity linear cascade at one inlet total

pressure. The aerodyIlanlic ]mrforlnance w as measured

for exit Mach numbers in the high sut)sonic range. The

tests showed high aerodynamic efficiency. The kinetic

energy loss coefficient was 0.028 at an exit Mach nun>

ber of 0.9.

DESCRIPTION of ANALYSIS

Predictions of loss and surface pressures were done

using the quasi-3D Navier-Stokes code RVCQ31). This

code has been documented by Chima[6], and by Chima

and Yokota[7]. The code was run as a two-dimensional

analysis. C-type grids were generated using the method

of Aruone et al.[8]. In this approach, the near-wall grid

is embedded within a coarser grid obtained using the

method of Sorenson[9]. For this work dense grids were

used. A typical grid was 257 x 55. The results presented

by Boyle[10], and by Boyle and Ameri[ll] were used

to insure that the calculat, ions were grid independent.

The solutions were monitored to assure that conver-

gence was achieved. The algebraic turbulence model,

and the transition model described by Boyle and Si-

mon[12] were used.

NASA/TM--2002-211709 3
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Fig. 4b Predicted and measured pressure coefficients, M2=0.9

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Aerodynamic performance.

Table 11 lists the exit. Math numl_ers, and the range
of inlel total pressures for which data were obtained.
The axial chord Reynolds number at. the cascade exit. is

also shown for the range of test conditions. The highest

Reynolds number is more than ten times greater than
the lowest, one.

Figures 4a and 4b show pressure distributions for

AI2 = 0.3, and 0.9. Neither the measured nor pre-

dict,ed ('v distributions show significant variations due
to changes in inlet total pressure. The pressure distri-

butions show very little suction surface diffusion,

0.16

,,, ,,
J !

!
0.12

>. _

° i
"_ o.oe ',

_ I
0.04 /

i
0.00

-- No grid

.... Large grid

-0.04 , I , , , ,-lO o'o 1'o
Pitchwise distance

Fig. 5 Wake profile at M2=0.9, P_=0.68 arm.

indicating that the vane row losses should t)e low. h]-

t.ermediate Math number pressure coefficients were be-

tween those shown for the low and high Mach numbers.

Figure 5 shows the measured total exit pressure dis-

tributions for a no-grid case, and for the large grid with

blowing air. The comparison is at. the salne Reynolds

and Math nmnlwrs. There is a greater loss ill tJw wake
region for the large grid case. This is consistent with

a thicker suction surface boundary layer. The earlier

transition (lue to the higher lurbulence level for the grid

case leads to a thicker suction surface boundary layer.
The slight shift in the location of peak loss between tile

high and low turbulence cases is due to a small change

in the exit. llow angle. The change ill tlow angle is at.-

tributable t.o a change in the boundary layer thickness.

Figure 6 shows average vane total pressure loss co-
efficients for three inlet, turbulence intensities and four

exit, Math numbers. There was significant uncertain-

ties in loss at. the lowest Math nunlber,(0.3), at low in-

let total pressures, (Reynolds nuntbers). This was due

t.o the difficulty in n]aintaining a constant inlet tot.at

pressure to a very tigh! tolerance during the entire to-

tal pressure survey. The survey took at>proximately 20

minutes, to allow the total pressure to stabilize at. each
l)itchwise location. The stabilization time was needed

because of very small dianaeter tubes in the seven hole

exit survey probe compared to the larger tube ill tile
inlet total pressure probe. At low Mach numbers these

small changes in absolute pressure translated into large
uncertainties in dynamic pressure. Even with the scat-

ter, the data at M_ = 0.3 are consistent with those at.
M:, = 0.5.

The low turbulence intensity, no grid eases, are

all characterized by a high loss coefficient at. low inlet

pressures. At each Mach number, as the inlet pres-

sure, and, therefore, Reynolds number, increases, the
loss decreases to a minim um value. The initial decrease

in loss is expected, since the friction factor decreases

as Reynolds mmlber increases. This is followed by in-
creased loss. After the region of minimum loss, the

NASA/TM--2002-211709 4
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l'al)h' III. Wire Reynolds and Kn

P' M R_,, /V,

( at m )

0.333 0.3 8 0.055

0.667 0.3 16 0.(127

1.0 0.3 84 0JI18

0.333 0.7 15 0.(169

t).667 0.7 30 0.(i31

1.0 0.7 45 I).(123

0.333 0.9 16 O.(l_2

0.667 0.9 33 0.ll41

1.0 0.!! 4!) 0.027

IldSell nuIn hers

suction surface is probal)ly undergoing transition from

laminar to turl)ulenl flow. At Mach numbers of 0.5

and 0.7. the measurements show a slight decrease in

loss with increasing Reynolds nunlber, as is expected

for filly t, urbulent flow. t]owever, at the highest Mach

number, 0.9, there is a continuing loss increase at high

pressures. The experimenlal data in figure 4b shows a

slight increase in suction surface diffusion as pressure

illcreases. This lllav account for tile higher loss at the

highest pressure.

For the large grid, and therefore highest turbu-

lence intensity, loss is fairly conslanl with respect, to

inlet pressure at all four Mach immbers. This indicates

that the suction surface boundary layer was turbulent

at. the trailing edge ['or all cases with high turbulence.

It, will be shown later that the small grid with blowing

gave inlet turlmlence intensities about half thal of the

large grid with blowing. The small grid result show in-

teresting results. Figures 6c and 6d show that at, low

pressures, (Reynolds numbers), the loss for the inter-

mediate t urbulellce level is close t.o that for the high

turl)ulence level. The losses are significantly lower than

that for the low turbulence, no grid, cases. However, at.

higher pressures the intermediate turbulence losses are

generally bet.ween losses for low and high turt)ulence.

The high turbulence intensity analysis was done with

an inlet turbulence intensity of 10(_,. This was done to

approximate the turbulence intensity at the vane lead-
ing edge. The analytic results are shown to give pre-
dictions with a relatively simple turlmlence model. It

is expected that in)proved turbulence models will show
better agreement with data. Overall, the analysis and
experimental data agree fairly well. At both turbu-
lence intensities the analysis shows increased loss at low
Reynolds numbers as the inlet pressure is decreased.
Figures 6a and 61)show that in this region the analysis
overpredicts losses. At, low inlet turbulence the analysis
overpredicts losses in the region of minim um loss. This
is clearly seen near an inlet pressure of 0.6-0._ arm. in

figures 6a and 6b.

Hot wire [lleasurenlen t.s.

Tests were done in the calil)ration jet. to deter-

mine the appropriate probe configuration for the cas-

cade measurements. To maxim ize frequency response,

all probes used a 3.8 micronmter diameter tungsten

wire. An objective of the hot wire measurements was

to determine the turbulence intensity at high subsonic

NASA/TM--2002-211709 5



Math munbers. This was done using single wire probes.
('ar, was taken to insure that the lneasurenlenis re-

flecled only flow turbulence, and no! probe vibrations.
To resolve the turbulence in the wake a TSI model 1211

was considered. This probe has the wire axis aligm,d in

the spanwise direction, aud wouhl give the best pitch-

wise resolution. The Sl_ectrum analysis of the probe

showed large voltage spikes at higher Math nmnbers
in the frequency range between :') and 20kHz. The

magnitude of the spikes increased as t.he Math mun-

her increased. Other probes, which did not have as

good pitchwise spacial resolution, were lested in the cal-

ibration jet. Model 1210 and 1212 probes were tested.

These probes haw_ the hot wire axis normal to the span-

wise directiou. At the vane exil, the wire is made per-

pendicular to the main flow direction by rotating t.ho
protn,. A model 1213 probe, which has the hot wire at

45 o to the span, was also lest ed. These tests showed

that the model 1212 probe had the best frequency re-

sports," at high Mach numl_ers. This type probe was

used for the vane exit nteasnrentents. At. the high-

est. Mach number of 0.,% excessiw" wire breakage was

also observed for the 1211 and 1211)model probes. As

suggested by Dr. David Davis, using a non-conduclive

epoxy to bridge the prongs reduced breakage. But, the
frequency response was not improved. At the low Mac h
numbers seen at the inlet, there was little difference in

the measured turbulence intensity between probe types.
A model 1211 probe was used for the inlet turbulence

measurements. Measuremen ts made in the calibration

je! were consistent with those seen in the test rig, even
at. lower pressures.

Measuremen Is of the t nrbulence intensig were made

both upstream and downstream of the cascade for a

range of pressure ratios. The signals were processed

using a Dantec 90-10 controller. The downstream mea-

surenlents were for pressure ratios corresponding to

Mach numlwrs from (1.3 to 0..% The primary concern

with regard to the exit nleasurements was that they

accurately measured the turbulence intensity over the

range of exit conditions. The highest Reynolds num-

ber lest condition was about one atmosphere at, an exit

Math number of 0.9. At ambient lenlperature this re-
sults in a wire Reynolds number of 50. The combination

of low Reynolds and high Mach numbers gives relatively

high Knudsen numbers (/xn = 1.493.I/R¢). Table III

gives wire Reynolds numbers for different rig operating

conditions. Following Behrens[13], the wire Reynolds

nuntber is based on local density and the viscosity at the

stagnation temperature. A stagnation temperature of

300K was used. The Knudsen hUm hers ranged between
0.01 < K, < 0.1. There is a Knudsen number effect, of

the heat transfer for K, > 0.001,(Sandl)orn[14]) In the
flow regime of the present tests wire Nusselt. number is

a function of both the Reyuohts and Mach Numbers.

At. constant Reynolds number the Nusselt number de-

creases with increasing Mach number.

8.0

6.0

4.0

2.0

0.0

I

0.2 _ ,,. _2'

O. ch number interval=0.1

/

g

| i t | | I | i

0.0 2 0 4.oO.s 6.0 8 0
R% "

Fig. 7 Calibration curve for a typical hot wire.

The recovery temperature increases with Knudseu mlm-

ber, and can exceed the gas total temperature. This is

significant from the standpoint the hot wire response.

At high Mach numbers the hot wire fluctuating volt-
age, e' responds to fluctuations in velocity, density, and
temperature. To estimate the coefficien Is for ca& vari-

able, multiple overheat values can be used.(Bruun[15]).
However, several overheat values are needed to assure

reasonable accuracy. An alternate approach, suggested

by Barre et al.[16], is to use a single high overheat ra-

tio. Then relationships between the velocity, density,
and temperature fluctuations are assumed. This alter-

nate approach was used for the work presented. A lin-

ear relationship was found to accurately represent the

change in voltage wit, l_ Reynolds uumber at constant
Mach number.

E-" = Ao + AI R¢:I

Figure 7 illustrates that this relationship was
strongly dependent on the Mach number. Variations

in Reynolds number at constant Madl number were

achieved by varying the inlet total pressure while main-

taining the same pressure ratio across the cascade.

The calibration plot shown in this figure is typical of

that seen for all probes tested. This figure shows that

n = 0.5 and a linear fit, to the data gives an accurate

fit to the data. While, n = 0.45 gave a slightly lower

deviation in the curve fits, as suggested by Bruun[15],

there was no significant improvement in doing so. The
second observation is that because the calibration lines

are almost parallel, the voltage for zero Reynohls num-

ber varies with Math number. The curve fits often gave
negative values for the voltage at zero flow, (A0 < 0).

NASA/TM--2002-211709 6
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Negative vahles were seen for' lligh Mach numl_ers, and
for values ofn < 0.5. This means that the linear fit does

not apply ['or Reyuolds nunlbers lower than tile data

points. This is significant when a lnodified version of

King's law is used t.o det.erlnine the t.url)ulellCe intensity.
The modified equation is:

()..5_E
't! --

,( i:"-' - Ao)

If_40 is a negative value derived from the curve fit,, tile

turbulence intensity is underestimated. When ,4, is
replaced I)y the no-flow hot wire voltage, E2(R_d = 0)

a significantly higher turbulence intensity is calculated.

Using the no-flow voltage gave turl)ulence intensities u1)
to 50(/(, greater than using the curve fit. values.

Figure 7 shows that the slope of E _ versus

at constant M, is positive. But, the change in E'-' with

M at constant R(,_ is negative. Since p_u _ oc Re' a , it.
is necessary to develop a relationship between R(d and

J, (the rms voltage). If, instead of using the rms volt-

age, the instantaneous voltages are used to determine

R_t, the problem is equivalent. The instantaneous Re_
values have to be determined from the tristan taneous

voltage, and the knowledge of some other parameter at
that instant, such a.s the Mach number.

'File rms voltage is always positive, even if the fluc-

tuating velocities are negatiw_. The square of the rms

voltage is related to tile fluctuating Reynolds number

and recovery telnperature by.

,:_ = L_) R -'1- 2d'_-(d_r_t: Tr-F _dTrJ r

Since the recovery temperature fluct.uations,T_, are only

weakly dependent on the Mach number, the second and

third terms in the above equation are neglected.

If the term dE/dRed is taken as:

dE OE M DE M R_

the Knudsen number dependency becomes explicit,

since M/R_d = 0.67Kn. At low Knudsen numbers,

4.0

3.0
2.0

M

e
J/,/

/,%,"
//al o 04I///

0.8 0 6 /iII'-
0.8 II

1.0 /
, I , I * I , I * I

0"60.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0

Re a

Fig.9 Nusseltnumberintheslipflowregime.
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0
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Fig. 10 Effect of Mach number on Reynolds number sensitivity.

the second term becomes negligible. Taking the derive-

five directly fi'om the plot shown in figure 7 overesti-
mates the effect of Macfi number variation at. constant

Reynolds num l)er. At. high Klmdsen numbers the sec-

ond term can be as large as the first, term, and is op-

posite in sign. A near zero value for dE/dRed leads to

extremely large Tu values even when er is very small.
The overestimation occurs because increasing the Mac fi

number at constant IReynolds numl)er also changes the

temperature difference Tw - 7[,. Figure 8 shows the

variation in a.diat)atic wall temperature ratio as given

by Behrens[13]. For Math numbers below 0.3,, the tem-

perature ratio is virtually unity. However. for M = 1,

and low Reynolds mm_bers the adial)atic wall temper-

ature exceeds the total tenlperature. As the Reynolds
hum her increases, the temperature ratio approaches tlle

value of 0.975. The value of 0.975, corresponds to the

continuum flow value with a recovery fact.or of 0.85.

While the variation in temperature ratio appears to be

small, at. high Math numbers the output voltage can be

significantly affected.

The second term was evaluated by taking the deriva-
tive as:

NASA/TM--2002-211709 7
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The term ONu4/OM was evaluated using the results

presented by Behrens(1971) for the variation of Nussel!

number with Reynolds and Mad_ numbers in the slip

ltow regime. Figure 9 shows that the decrease in Nusselt

number with Mach number remains relatively const.ant

ow_r the Reynolds number range.
Since E'-' is proportional to the heat transfer coeffi-

cient. OE/i)Nu_ = E/2:Vud. Figure 10 shows the effect

of including the Mach number variation in t,erms of de-

termining the response of the wire to Reynolds number

fluctuations. This is not a general curve, since it uses

only the response of a representative wire. Other cal-
ibration curves show similar Mach number effects. At.
the lowest test condition shown in Table II for a Mach

number of 0.9 the voltage sensitivity with the Mach

number effect is only about half the sensitivity when
the Math number effect, is neglected. Consequently,

including the Mach number effect, ahnost doubles the

turbulence intensity. When no Mach nmnber correc-

tion was used, calibration jet results showed decreasing
turbulence intensity as Mach nuntber increased. The

calibratiot_.jet., having a one atmosphere static pressure,

had Re d values al high Mach numbers greater than the

test rig.

The rms value for the fluctuating Reynolds number,
R(_. is found front:

(/

R_l -- dE/dRed

The remaining task is to deterlniue the fluctuating
velocity, u _. from the fluctuating Reynolds number. The

fractional fluctuations for pu are the same as those for

the Reynolds nmnber, since:

;/u' _ R_
_U Re d

l-
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To compare turbulence intensities at different Mach

numt)ers Markovin[17] corrected the Reynolds lmmber.
llis correction was a function of 512, and reduced the

turhulence by 25(7(: at M = 0.9. However, Horstman

and Reset18] claimed that the velocity sensitivity was
the same mass flow sensitivity, and:

U,' f'' rtl ' Re _

T//-- -- --

,' _Tt' Rr ct

Because the Math number correction is incorporated

into the Reynolds number sensitivity, the approach ad-

vocated by' Horstman and Rose was adopted.

[Ipstream meausuremen ts. Figure 11 shows the turl)u-

lence intensity upstream of the cascade. The tneasure-

melttS are a.t the midspan i)lane. Traverses were made
at different spanwise locations. When grid air w as not

used there was, as expected, no variation of turbulence

intensity with span. Even when grid air was used, there

was no turbulence intensity variation with span. This

is believed to be due to the high pressure inside the

tu|)es. This pressure of nearly 10 arm. allows the grid

air to penetrate far upstreant, and thus mix well with

the mainstream air. With grid air there is only a small
pitchwise variation with span. tlowever, even for the

grid with the small diameter tubes, there is a notice-

able pit.chwise variation in turbulence intensity.
Downstream tneasuremen ts. All results are shown for

the large grid with blown air in the tubes. The large
tube grid provided the highest lew_l of inlet turbulence.

Measurements with the large grid installed indicate how

strongly the turbulence inteusity is modified as the flow

passes through the vane passage. The turbulence inten-
sit, y, both upstream and downstream, were calculated

using the no-flow voltage for A0. This maximizes the

NAS AfrM--2002-211709 8
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local turbulence intensity. For some cases tile the tur-

bulence intensity is ueariy a third greater thau it would

lle if the curve fit vahie for A0 was used. For all test

couditions the flow exil angle was apl)roxinlat,eiy 75 °.

For JJ'2 less t,hau about 0.3, the ratio of exit, to inlet

total velocity is 3.73. At, higher exit Mach nUlllliers the

ratio is greater. For an exit Mach nun|her of 0.,9 the

ratio of exit-to-inlet total velocity is 5.43. But., even at.

),/2 = 0.9, the pl t product, which the hot wire responds

to, is still 3.73. In either case, the exit turbulence in-

tensity is expected to be significantly less than the inlet

value. St.eelant and Dick|19] postulated thai the tnrl>u-

leuce intensity ratio varies as the velocily ratio to the

three-halves power.

7 'tl 1

For a velocity ratio of a.7 the Steelant and Dick turbu-

lence intensity correlation gives a factor of 7.1 reduction

ill turbulence intensity between the inlet and exit of tile

vane row. Boyle and Silnon[12] e_ssumed that the fhlct.u-

at.ing velocity remained constant, so that the expouent

would be one. With this assunlption the turbulence

would decrea_se by less than a factor of four.

The results iu figure 12 have no Mach nun]bet cor-

rection to the voltage sensitivity. The first, observation

is that the downstream measuremeu ts at. Me = 0.3 are

consistent, with the correlation of Steelant and Dick.

Tile niininium turbulence intensity is near pitchwise lo-

cations of zero and one. These are the locations for the

freestreani. The data at. M = 0.3 aud at. a pressure of

one atmosphere are the niost appropriate for

conlparison with niodels for the v ariation of t,urlmlence

wil,h velocity', Tile iurt)ulence intensity bei,weeu tile

wakes is just. over 2(7t.. The inlet turbulence iutensity

was uearly 16(70. If the curve fit. intercept was used, the

downsi.ream turbulence intensit T would be less. This

in turn wonld slrenglhen the argllllielli, in favor of the

,qt.eelani and Dick correlation, llsillg the correlation iu-

tercept causes the turlmlence intensity at a lower pres-

snre to Im reduced niore than tile t,url)uleuce intensity

at a higher pressure. The correlation iltt.ercel)t, for An

causes both curw_s for M = 0.3 to haw _ about tile sallle

values. The one al.niosphere ctlrve changes little front

that showu in (igtlre 12. The secoud observation is that

tile higher Math Illuulier results silow a lower turbu-

lence illt,eilsit,y. Since these results are for higher Knud-

sen iiUliibers, the seusiiivity of turiJll]elice illiensiiy to

voltage is greater.

The wakes shown in _igilre l_ at, pitchwise locations

of-0.5 alld 0.5 nearly double thai of the freeslreanl.

Measurelne,l t.s were made in the dowust.reanl slot fur-

ther away front tile trailing edge. The t,nrlmience ill-

tensity has a rouuded peak. In addition to turbulence

decay, the ltot wire nlay not ]lave been ahle to suffi-

ciently Slm, t,ially resolve the measurenients. ]'lie wire

was perpendicular, not parallel to the trailing edge.

Figure 1:1 shows lhe effects of including the slip flow

Mach luun her correction given in figure i0. Midpassage

turhnieuce inieilsity at .1I:, : 0.q are now closer to those

at .112 = (l.3. At Jl = 0.Y the t.urlmlence iutensity in-

creased by inore that a factor of two for the low pressure

case. The one atnlosphere case iucreased by nearly a

i.hird. These resnlts are consistent with those of Barre

el al.[15]. They indicated a. 50(7(( increase in turbulence

hitensily aft.er accounting for Mach nun|her effects are.

If Markovin's approach to accotlnt for Madl uunil)er ef-

fects had been used, the results ill figure la would be

siniiiar to those in figure 12. Mark ovin's Mad| nuuil)er

correction would, to a large ext.eni, cancel the ,_iach

mmlber correction Dora figure 10. Figure 12 shows a

lower wake t,nrbulence intensify for kl_ = 0.9 than for

.1/'2 = 0.a. However, the percentage differences are not

as great as for the inidpassage. After the Mach nunlber

correction, figure la SllOWS little difference iu the wake

region between the two Mach nunll)er results.

CONCLUSIONS

Vane surface pressure iliea.surenlen t,s showed good

agreement with predictions for a rauge of Reynolds

and Math innnlmrs. Aerodyualnic loss nleasurenlen t,s

showed a mhlini uni loss al, all interniediate Reynolds
nunll)er for low turbulence. This occurred at all four

exil Mach numbers. With a grid installed the loss

level at each Mach number was fairly" constant. The

small grid, with a moderate turbulence level, affected

the losses almost to the same degree as the large grid,

which had a high turbulence level.

NASA/TM--2002-211709 9



The predictionsusingtile Navier-Siokescode
RV(IQ3Darein reasonablygoodagr('emenlwith the
data. A! low Reynolds numbers, for either low or

high inlet lurt>ulence intensity, the analysis overl>redicts

losses. The analysis shows increased loss with decreased

Reynolds mmlt>er prior to transition. However, close to

the region of minim um loss, l>resumatfly just l>rior to

transition, the analysis overpredicts losses. These are

two areas where improvements in tlow modeling should

resuh in better agreement with data.

Upstream turlmlence intensily measurenwn ts showed

good pitchwise uniformity when air was blown counter

to the mainstream flow. The grid of large diameter

tul)es showed high turbulence intensity levels with or

withoul, grid air. The grid of small diameter l,ut>es had

a lower turbulence level will, or without grid air. llow-

ever, in contrast with the large tul>e grid the turbu-

lence intensity was higher with air blown through the

grid. The no grid t urlmlence intensity was al>proxi-

mat,'ly (J.7t/t.

\Vhen the Ul>St.ream turbulence w a.s approximately

16_/v, the downsl.ream midl>assage turlmlence was be-

tween 2 and 3<_. These results are consistent with the

Sl,eelant and Dick model for the variation of t,urbuhmce

with freestream velocity variation.

Accounting for Mach nunlber etfecl when the Knurl-

sen number indicates slip flow conditions results in tur-

bulence intensities consistent with the flow physics. Ne-

glecting these effects resulted in turbulence intensities

less than one percent at the vane row exit, when the

inlet turbulence was aboui 16¢/t,.
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Appendix A - Vane coordinates, cm

('TBUE }'I,OWER }t_['['EI¢ ('TRUE }i,OWEt¢ }'IrppER
0.000 0.742 0.7t2 5.537 0.S55 1.651

0.29t 0.153 1.550 5._29 0._2_ 1.5_0

0.5_3 0.0 [7 1.779 6.120 0.796 1.50_,

0.874 0.(I 12 1.922 6.411 0.758 1.432

1.166 0.130 2.018 6.703 0.717 1.;$55
1.457 0.281 2.079 6.994 0.670 1.275

1.749 0.412 2.117 7.286 0.619 1.193

2.040 0.526 2.135 7.577 0.565 1.110

2.331 0.622 2.139 7._69 0.5119 1.024

2.623 0.701 2.129 8.160 0.449 0.937

2.914 0.765 2.10_; b.451 0.385 0._48

3,206 0.815 2.079 8.743 0.319 0,758

3.497 0.852 2.043 9.034 0.252 0.666
3.789 0.879 1.999 9.326 0.185 0.574

4.080 0.895 1.951 9.617 0.121 0.479

4.371 0.902 1.899 9.909 0.061 0.383

4.663 0.902 1.842 10,200 0.009 0.287

4.954 0._93 1.784 10.395 0.12_ 0.128

5.246 0.877 1.718

Leading edge radius=0.740

Trailing edge radius=0.130

Angle between chord.CTmTE, and axis=59.5 °
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